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WEEK 27 WEEK 27 –– USING MATRIX REIMPRINTING FOR PAINUSING MATRIX REIMPRINTING FOR PAIN

WITH SHARON KING & SUSIE SHELMERDINE WITH SHARON KING & SUSIE SHELMERDINE 

Sharon King

Matrix Reimprinting Trainer 

Creator of Matrix Birth Reimprinting 

Susie Shelmerdine 

Matrix Reimprinting Trainer 

Meta Medicine Trainer 

Creator of Matrix Health 
Reimprinting

SHARON & SUSIE SHARON & SUSIE 
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WHAT WE SHALL COVER IN THIS WEBINARWHAT WE SHALL COVER IN THIS WEBINAR

Understanding pain and the emotional 
connection 
Understanding pain and the emotional 
connection 

Case studies Case studies 

Things to look for when working with 
clients and useful hints
Things to look for when working with 
clients and useful hints

DemonstrationDemonstration

DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER

Take full responsibility for Take full responsibility for 
your emotional health during 
this call. Tap on yourself and 
either swap or work with 
someone professionally if 
issues arise.
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PAIN PAIN 

Pain usually has an emotional component. Its 
our bodies way of notifying us there is an issue 
we need to address 

Pain usually has an emotional component. Its 
our bodies way of notifying us there is an issue 
we need to address 

Looking at the part of the body that is affected 
can give you clues as to what type of emotional 
issue could be related 

Looking at the part of the body that is affected 
can give you clues as to what type of emotional 
issue could be related 

By working with the related ECHOs the pain will 
decrease either instantly or over a few sessions
By working with the related ECHOs the pain will 
decrease either instantly or over a few sessions

SUSIE’S STORYSUSIE’S STORY

Had a car accident resulting in severe whiplash 

Suffered for weeks and tapped – lots! Attended workshop where 
EFT Master Judy Byrne was doing a demonstration

I was triggered and when working in the Matrix understand the 
significance of the accident and each vehicle involved  

Instantly felt relief and within 1 week I was completely recovered 
much to my chiropractors shock!

Continued working on the underlying belief systems: ‘I'm not 
enough to be loved / Why won’t they love me’ and ‘it never lasts’
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GETTING STARTEDGETTING STARTED

How did the pain start? Was it an increasing onset? Did the pain occur from an 
injury or result from an accident?
How did the pain start? Was it an increasing onset? Did the pain occur from an 
injury or result from an accident?

Listen to the clients words. Descriptions can give you a clue and a starting 
point
Listen to the clients words. Descriptions can give you a clue and a starting 
point

Ask what was happening in the clients life when this pain occurred Ask what was happening in the clients life when this pain occurred 

Use resources such as Louise Hays ‘You can Heal Your Life’, Christian Fleche 
‘The Biogeneaology Sourcebook’ or a diagnostic tool such as Meta Medicine 
Use resources such as Louise Hays ‘You can Heal Your Life’, Christian Fleche 
‘The Biogeneaology Sourcebook’ or a diagnostic tool such as Meta Medicine 

Example Example – Sasha’s shoulder interview available on You Tube 

USEFUL HINTS USEFUL HINTS 

When you are working with the primary contributing event the 
pain will dramatically reduce (or occasionally increase)
When you are working with the primary contributing event the 
pain will dramatically reduce (or occasionally increase)

If working face to face with the client, the clients palm will 
become cold when working with ECHOs connected to the pain
If working face to face with the client, the clients palm will 
become cold when working with ECHOs connected to the pain

Pain is usually the bodies way of trying to grow stronger and 
bring your attention to an issue/belief that needs resolving 
Pain is usually the bodies way of trying to grow stronger and 
bring your attention to an issue/belief that needs resolving 

Muscular or skeletal pain is thought to be a self devaluation / self 
worth issue in Meta Medicine 
Muscular or skeletal pain is thought to be a self-devaluation / self 
worth issue in Meta Medicine 

When testing the results, test like for like and be patient!When testing the results, test like for like and be patient!
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BEWARE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL REVERSALBEWARE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL REVERSAL

Sometimes, when there has been long term injury 
or pain, psychological reversals or secondary 
gains may become a block to wellbeing

Sometimes, when there has been long term injury 
or pain, psychological reversals or secondary 
gains may become a block to wellbeing

You may need to work with ECHOs that support 
the need for the ‘reversals’
You may need to work with ECHOs that support 
the need for the ‘reversals’

Example of benefit from a back problemExample of benefit from a back problem
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BABIES & PAIN BABIES & PAIN 

DEMONSTRATIONDEMONSTRATION
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TO RECAPTO RECAP

Pain is our notification that we are emotionally challenging our 
ECHOS experiences or belief systems 

Identify what was happening in that persons life at the time  

Follow the ECHOs lead and identify and reimprint the belief 
systems 

Identify if any positive aspects have occurred from having the 
pain

Remember: Sometimes relieving the pain will be simple using 
Matrix Reimprinting other times persistence is required!

Sharon King 

Susie Shelmerdine

Webinar forums 

www.matrixreimprintingworldwide.com

www.magicalnewbeginnings.com

Facebook

Twitter @susieeft

KEEP IN CONTACT KEEP IN CONTACT 

http://www.matrixreimprintingworldwide.com
http://www.magicalnewbeginnings.com
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Using Matrix 
Reimprinting to help 
assist weight loss 

Please volunteer in the 
forum to be involved in 
next weeks webinar 
with Sasha Allenby 

NEXT WEEKNEXT WEEK

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS


